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This handbook is part of a series, compiled by the Registry Of Guitar Tutors, that forms an expertly structured and comprehensive method of
studying classical guitar.This handbook covers all the sections of the London College of Music Grade Five classical guitar examination
including: all the set pieces; all scales, arpeggios and chords; sight reading; ear tests; and spoken tests. In addition, there are useful
performance tips for all the pieces as well as essential advice on preparing for the examination - enabling you to study for an internationally
recognized qualification.Even if you do not intend to take an examination, studying this handbook will help you to: learn appealing and
inspiring pieces from a wide range of styles and periods; improve your sight reading and aural abilities so that you can learn new pieces more
easily; develop your technical ability and musical understanding and so achieve your full potential as a guitarist.Learn More About RGT.
Suitable for early stage players. Use this book to develop your playing and gain a recognised qualification in rock guitar playing. This book
focuses on the Improvisation and Aural Assessment sections of the RGT Grade Two exam in rock guitar playing. All the chords and scales
you might need to play rhythm and lead guitar at this level are illustrated in tab, notation and fretboxes. Several examples of the type of chord
progressions that may appear in the improvisation section of the exam are included, together with performance tips and advice. Examples
and explanations of all the aural tests are also included. The book also includes helpful guidance text about the performance pieces
(available separately) required for the exam.
Guitar Exam Pieces Grade 1 2016-2019Trinity College London Classical Guitar Exam Pieces 2020-2023: Grade 2Trinity College London
Classical Guitar Exam Pieces 2020-2023: Grade 7Trinity College London Classical Guitar Exam Pieces 2020-2023: Grade 4Trinity College
London Classical Guitar Exam Pieces 2020-2023: Grade 6Guitar Exam Pieces from 2019, ABRSM Grade 3Trinity College London Acoustic
Guitar Exam Pieces 2020-2023: Grades 6-8Trinity College London Classical Guitar Exam Pieces 2020-2023: Grade 3Trinity College London
Classical Guitar Exam Pieces 2020-2023: Grade 8Trinity College London Classical Guitar Exam Pieces 2020-2023: Grade 5Trinity College
London Classical Guitar Exam Pieces 2020-2023: Grade 1Guitar Exam Pieces Grade 4 2016-2019Plectrum Guitar Pieces Initial-Grade
2Trinity College London Acoustic Guitar Exam Pieces 2020-2023: Grades 3-5Fingerstyle & Plectrum Pieces for Trinity College London
Exams 2020-2023Trinity College London Classical Guitar Exam Pieces 2020-2023: InitialGuitar Scales and Arpeggios, Grades 15
Book & CD. Compiled by the Registry of Guitar Tutors -- the specialists in guitar education -- this book/CD package contains all the pieces
and information needed to study for the RGT Preliminary Grade exam in rock guitar playing. The book contains the tab and notation for six
great sounding rock guitar instrumentals -- each specially composed to suit, and help develop, the technical abilities of novice-level rock
guitar players. The chords and scales on which the pieces are based are also included in the book, to make learning the pieces easier and
quicker. The accompanying CD includes performance versions of each rock piece to listen to and learn from, as well as a full-band backing
track for each piece (with the guitar-part omitted) to play along to. The pieces cover a range of rock styles and are all impressive sounding
rock guitar instrumentals, while having been carefully designed to be quite easy to play.

Compiled by the Registry of Guitar Tutors -- the specialists in guitar education. Use this book to develop your playing and gain a
recognised qualification in rock guitar playing. Suitable for novice and early stage players. This book focuses on the Improvisation
and Aural Assessment sections of the RGT Grade One exam in rock guitar playing. All the chords and scales you might need to
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play rhythm and lead guitar at this level are illustrated in tab, notation and fretboxes. Several examples of the type of chord
progressions that may appear in the improvisation section of the exam are included, together with performance tips and advice.
Examples and explanations of all the aural tests are also included. The book also includes helpful guidance text about the
performance pieces (available separately) required for the exam.
This handbook is part of a series, compiled by the Registry Of Guitar Tutors, that forms an expertly structured and comprehensive
method of studying classical guitar. This handbook covers all the sections of the London College of Music Grade Two classical
guitar examination including: all the set pieces; all scales, arpeggios and chords; sight reading; ear tests; and spoken tests. In
addition, there are useful performance tips for all the pieces as well as essential advice on preparing for the examination - enabling
you to study for an internationally recognized qualification. Even if you do not intend to take an examination, studying this
handbook will help you to: learn appealing and inspiring pieces from a wide range of styles and periods; improve your sight
reading and aural abilities so that you can learn new pieces more easily; develop your technical ability and musical understanding
and so achieve your full potential as a guitarist. This volume includes well-known melodies by Elgar, Handel and Beethoven, as
well as attractive pieces by a wide range of composers including Nuttall, Calvi, Sor, Giuliani and Carulli making it ideal for any
players, whether children or adults, in the early stages of learning.
This book is part of a series that forms an expertly structured and comprehensive method of studying acoustic guitar; it has been
compiled by the Registry Of Guitar Tutors. This volume includes a valuable selection of interesting chords, scales, rhythm playing
studies and fingerstyle pieces in a range of styles. There are also chapters on musical knowledge and accompaniment techniques,
plus aural exercises to develop your musical abilities - making it ideal for early stage and intermediate level players. The book is
cleverly designed so that it can be used by both fingerstyle and plectrum players.Learn More About RGT.
Time Pieces for Guitar is a two-volume anthology of well-crafted and idiomatic arrangements of music from the 13th century to the
present day. The pieces are presented chronologically within each volume and include the year in which they were written, so you
get a sense of the different styles of music through time.

This edition contains all the scales and arpeggios required for the Grades 15 ABRSM Guitar exams. Provides suggested
fingering and a helpful introduction including advice on exam preparation.
Compiled by the Registry of Guitar Tutors the specialists in guitar education. Use this book to develop your playing and
gain a recognised qualification in rock guitar playing. Ideal for intermediate level guitarists who wish to improve their rock
guitar playing. This book focuses on the Improvisation and Aural Assessment sections of the RGT Grade Five exam in
rock guitar playing. All the chords and scales you might need to play rock rhythm and lead guitar at this level are
illustrated in tab, notation and fretboxes. Several examples of the type of chord progressions that may appear in the
improvisation section of the exam are included, together with performance tips and advice. Examples and explanations of
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all the aural tests are also included. The book also includes helpful guidance text about the performance pieces
(available separately) required for the exam.
Recordings of all the Grade 1 pieces from the new ABRSM Cello syllabus from 2010. Exam candidates can use these
recordings, which also include 'playalong' piano-only tracks, to help prepare for their ABRSM exams.
This book is part of a series that forms an expertly structured and comprehensive method of studying acoustic guitar; it
has been compiled by the Registry Of Guitar Tutors. This volume includes fingerstyle/flatpick pieces in a range of styles from traditional to contemporary, plus a valuable selection of chords, scales and arpeggios. There are also chapters on
musical knowledge and accompaniment playing, plus aural exercises to help improve your musical abilities - making it
ideal for those who wish to improve their playing to a high level and extend their musical range and knowledge. The book
is cleverly designed so that it can be used by both fingerstyle and plectrum players.Learn More About RGT.
To sight read means to be able to play music as the writer/composer intended, without having to hear the music played
first. The ability to read music is an essential part of playing any musical instrument and gives you access to a whole
world of music. This book covers six of the most used keys and the first eight frets of the fingerboard. The pieces in this
book follow a route from the New York suburbs to Carnegie Hall. This book can be used as a learning method for
individual study. However, if you have a teacher to help you along the way than youll find that the book has enhanced
benefits: Below each line of music a chord sequence is given. If youre learning electric guitar, ask your teacher to play
these chords whilst you play the Guitar 1 melody this will help you keep in time and bring the music alive. If youre
learning classical guitar, then you can play each piece as a duet with your teacher. You should play Guitar 1 (always
printed on the left-hand page) whilst your guitar teacher plays the music marked Guitar 2 (always printed on the facing
right hand page). Please note that whilst both the chords and Guitar 1. And Guitar 1 and Guitar 2, are designed to
harmonise together, the chords and Guitar 2 are not intended to be played together.
Compiled by the Registry of Guitar Tutors -- the specialists in guitar education. Use this book to develop your playing and
gain a recognised qualification in rock guitar playing. Ideal for intermediate level guitarists who wish to improve their rock
guitar playing. This book focuses on the Improvisation and Aural Assessment sections of the RGT Grade Four exam in
rock guitar playing. All the chords and scales you might need to play rhythm and lead guitar at this level are illustrated in
tab, notation and fretboxes. Several examples of the type of chord progressions that may appear in the improvisation
section of the exam are included, together with performance tips and advice. Examples and explanations of all the aural
tests are also included. The book also includes helpful guidance text about the performance pieces (available separately)
required for the exam.
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Designed for those who have at least a few years experience playing bass guitar but wish to improve their playing ability
and knowledge to an advanced level. This book is the highest level in the acclaimed series by the Registry of Guitar
Tutors.The book covers all the material needed for the Registry of Guitar Tutors bass guitar examinations from Grade 6
to Grade 8, enabling you to gain a valuable internationally recognized qualification.Whether or not you intend to take the
bass guitar examinations, this handbook will help you develop your bass guitar playing to a fully advanced level. It covers
all the most useful scales, modes and arpeggios, and explains how to use them in improvising and creating bass lines. A
wide range of bass patterns, covering all popular styles, is also included. The book provides a sound theoretical basis to
enable you to achieve your full potential as a bassist. Aural assessments are provided to help you develop your
musicianship skills to a high level.Here's what Bassist Magazine said about the series: Produced to a very high standard.
The pace and content are expertly designed. The material is remarkably well presented. It should be an enjoyable
journey.Learn More About RGT.
"This, Grade Initial and 1, book helps you learn how to sight read guitar music from scratch. Besides systematically
arranged lessons, on elements of guitar sight reading, by an experienced teacher, this book gives you 150+ self
assessment assignments and exercises. It is designed to help you take the sight reading section of your practical exams,
which in turn, indirectly helps you improve the interpretation of your performance pieces. Depending on how well you
practice, this book can help you improve your score in the practical exams held worldwide. Even if you are not taking the
exam and only want to learn how to sight read, then this book is for you. Learn about Stave / Staff, Clef, Note Names
(UK/US), Note Symbols & Values, Rest Symbols & Values, Dynamics, Time Signatures, Counting Beats in a Time
Signature, Tempo, Dynamics and Key Signature, Articulation and Accidental Symbols, Repeats, Double Bar Line,
Fermata. Practice using the note recognition exercises, self assessments and sight reading exercises. This book is
suitable for Self Learners, Students and Teachers."
By twenty-two, Jacob Day had been ambitiously pegged as the next Bob Dylan. By twenty-five, he was working as a cleaner. Aprils Fool
follows Jacob for one year as he looks to reclaim, rectify, and refine a life he once had.
This handbook is part of a series, compiled by the Registry Of Guitar Tutors, that forms an expertly structured and comprehensive method of
studying classical guitar.This handbook covers all the sections of the London College of Music Grade Seven classical guitar examination
including: all the set pieces; all scales, arpeggios and chords; sight reading; ear tests; and spoken tests. In addition, there are useful
performance tips for all the pieces as well as essential advice on preparing for the examination - enabling you to study for an internationally
recognized qualification.Even if you do not intend to take an examination, studying this handbook will help you to: learn appealing and
inspiring pieces from a wide range of styles and periods; improve your sight reading and aural abilities so that you can learn new pieces more
easily; develop your technical ability and musical understanding and so achieve your full potential as a guitarist.This volume includes
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attractive pieces by a wide range of composers including Dowland, Praetorius, Bach, Sor, Carcassi, Coste, Tarrega and Pujol - making it
ideal for those who wish to improve their playing to a high level and extend their musical range and knowledge.Learn More About RGT.
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